FASTENER (TYP.) BY OTHERS

PRECAST CAP MATCH ARCHITECTURAL COLOR AND FINISH

PRECAST BASE MATCH ARCHITECTURAL COLOR AND FINISH

FASTENER (TYP.) BY OTHERS

HOTEL SIGNAGE (TYP.) BY OTHERS

REMOVABLE SIDE PANELS FOR LIGHTING ACCESS

POLISHED 'RED GRANITE' SLAB SIDES - OR EQUAL

TBS BY OWNER

PRECAST CAP AND BASE

ELEVATIONS / PLAN

"B" REV. 1 5/23/06
Notes:

Individually cut out 3/8" thick brass logos & letters with 90° edges have a satin brushed finish. The "burst" in the Dole logo has a polished brass finish.

Address plaques are fabricated from 1-1/4" thick oxidized cast bronze with 45° satin beveled edges. Raised copy & border have a satin brushed finish. Background has a dark oxidized finish.

Plaques & letters are pin mounted to brick wall.
HOTEL ENTRY WALL
POLISHED GRANITE WITH PRECAST CAP
Notes:

Individually cut out 3/8" thick brass logo & letters with 90° edges have a satin brushed finish. Logo & letters are pin mounted to brick wall.